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Summary

Deterministic modeling of selection schemes consists of calculating the expected genetic gain
after a selection process. Consequences of selection on the genetic trend are calculated using
equations based on estimated breeding values and on parameters describing the population
and the selection process. Professionals could use this tool to compare different strategies for
the improvement of their selection schemes. In this study, the model is based on a layer
chicken breeding scheme. Breeding goal includes numerous traits such as laying
performances, egg quality and body weight. This is a two steps model combining a familial
selection process and an individual one. Within selected families, candidates from the good
families are undergoing a mass selection whereas candidates from medium families are
undergoing a within family selection of a fixed number of candidates. The model requires a
large number of parameters: number of candidates, proportions of selected families and
selected candidates per family, accuracy of breeding values, genetic correlations between
traits, weights of traits in the selection index. The variability of the parameters composing the
model enables comparing a large diversity of scenarios, including the use of genomic
evaluations. In order to illustrate the usefulness of the model, we simulated 3 selection
strategies using classic breeding values and/or genomic breeding values. The genetic gain
predictions obtained were then compared. The model included two traits T1 (h² = 0.13) and
T2 (h² = 0.33), with a genetic correlation varying between 0 and 0.70 and a weight in the
index of 40% and 60% respectively. Results show an increase of predicted gain for both traits
with genomic evaluation. Improvement is constant for T2, whereas for T1 the increase of
predicted gain is much better when genetic correlation between T1 and T2 is high. The
genomic breeding scheme model seems more sensitive than the classic breeding scheme to
parameters like the between traits correlation and their weight in the index.
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Introduction

Modelling a selection scheme enables to evaluate different selection process by
varying their parameters and comparing the resulting genetic gain predictions (Elsen, 1992).
This tool could be used by professionals to compare different strategies and identify the ways
to improve their selection process.

The OPTIVOL project corresponds to the last task of the UtOpIGe ANR program. Its
aim was to evaluate the gains and limits of a genomic selection process compared to a
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traditional selection one of a layer chicken. Genomic selection can bring a lot of advantages
such as reducing the generation interval, increasing the selection intensity and the accuracy. It
can also help in selecting animal for disease resistance since these traits are not easily
measurable.

Material and methods

Description of the classic selection scheme

A two-step selection scheme of laying hens was modelled (figure 1). Sires and dams
were mated in a hierarchical design, so that there was female from full-sib families of size at
birth. In the first step, hens were housed in sib collective cages. This first stage aimed at
selecting hens on laying performance and social behavior. But for the body weight, no
individual performances were therefore available, and selection index was mainly based on
familial laying performances, which were recorded for each cage. Breeding values (BV) were
estimated using a BLUP parental model. At the end of this first period, some complete
families were culled, and the selection rate was . In the second part of the selection scheme,
the remaining hens were housed in individual cages, allowing for the selection of persistency
based on index with BV estimated using a BLUP animal model. After this period, a second
selection step occurred with a pressure of .

Since the selection process is based on numerous selection criteria and has
zootechnical constraints, the simple rule of selecting on a single index value and according to
a given threshold is not sufficient for the model to fit the real scheme. We decided to base our
model on retrospective index (Allaire and Henderson, 1966) that better express the relative
significance of the traits all over the selection process.

Modeling of the classic selection scheme

A deterministic modeling aims at estimating the expectation of breeding values of
selected animals by taking into account the selection process and demographic parameters,
and related by mathematical equations (Elsen, 1992). In the simplest cases, it amounts to an
integration of a multinormal distribution, whose parameters are derived after the
(co)variances of the indexes. That was not the case here, because of familial constraints that
should be accounted for. Classically, poultry breeding stocks belong to closed population
under a high selection pressure. That is the reason why some measures are commonly taken,
in order to limit the increase of inbreeding. In this model we aimed at accounting for these
practices in a realistic way. We defined a familial selection rate , equal to the ratio of
remaining full-sib families after step 1 to the initial number of dams , and , the minimal
number of animals to be kept in the remaining families. The proportion was thereafter used
in the derivations.

Based on average family merit, three types of families were considered (figure 2).
Animals born in families exhibiting a mean value below the threshold (computed from the
familial selection rate) were culled. Another rule applied for animals born in families with
mean above , as families were split into two categories. In “medium” families (characterized
by a family mean such that, the same within-family proportion of animals was selected. The
following rule applied: an animal was selected if and was culled otherwise. In “good”
families (i.e. families exhibiting a mean above), a single threshold common to all individuals
was used: any animal with an index was selected. The second selection step was an
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individual selection process on the index () values and according to a threshold determined
by the selection rate applied at this step. The genetic superiority of the selected females was
written as the expectation sums of the genetic superiority in both “good” and “medium”
families:

The thresholds and were determined by and selection rates, respectively. The
thresholds and were determined in order to respect and selection rates, respectively. The
thresholdwas determined in order to maximize the genetic superiority to be predicted.

Modelling of a genomic selection scheme

The proposed model of genomic selection uses an index and combines a family
selection process and an intra-family selection one. In the family selection process, families
are sorted on their family index mean whereas in the intra-family selection process,
individuals are sorted on their own index value . The expectation of the breeder genomic
values is:

In this equation, is the truncation threshold given by the familial selection rate and is
the truncation threshold given by the individual selection rate.

The model computations where realized using functions G01EAF, G01FAF and
routines C05ADF, D01FCF and E04ABF from the NAG library (Numerical Algorithms
Group Ltd.,Oxford, UK).

Illustration

The variability of the parameters composing the model enables to compare a large
diversity of scenarios. In order to illustrate the usefulness of the model, we simulated
different selection strategies (table 1) using classic and/or genomic breeding values to
compare predictions. The computed models include 2 fictional traits T1 (h² = 0.13) and T2
(h² = 0.33), in order to compare the expected genetic gains predictions. The trait weights in
the index was 0.4 and 0.6, respectively, and the correlation between both traits were varied
from 0 to 0.7.

Results and discussion

The figure 3 presents the comparison of the genetic gain predictions obtained using
different selection strategies. For all the correlations tested, the genetic gain predicted by the
genomic model is much higher than one predicted by the classic model. In the genomic
model, the decreasing of the progress of T2 seems linked to the correlation decreasing
between both traits. In the genetic model, progress of the two traits remains equal. The
genomic model seems more sensitive to the different parameters than the genetic model.
These results are encouraging since other studies showed potential benefits of genomic
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selection on genetic gains (Shumbusho et al. 2013). However, they would need further studies
to be confirmed, such as simulating the model on several generations, using real breeding
goals and combinations of traits.
The models were developed to be computed with a multi-traits approach and to predict all at
once the genetic superiorities of the traits composing the used indexes.

Conclusion

The model presented in this study uses numerous parameters whose variability enables
to compare the scenarios of different selection schemes. In a context to optimize a selection
scheme to maximize the gains, such a model can help identifying the key parameters or the
best parameter combinations of the schemes modeled. This model could be used as a
comparison bases and could be adapted to genomic data in order to compare different
scenarios of genomic selection or to compare genomic selection to classic selection.
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Table 1 : Parameters of the different selection strategies tested to compare genetic gain
predictions

Parameters
Females Males

Type of
breeding
program

Type of
breeding value

Selection
rate

Generation
Interval

Type of
breeding value

Selection
rate

Generation
Interval

Classic EBV 25% 1,5y EBV 10% 1,5y

Classic +
Genomic

GEBV 2.5% 0,58y EBV 10% 1,5y

Genomic GEBV 2.5% 0,58y GEBV 10% 0,58y
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Figure 1 : Scheme of the layer chicken selection scheme used as example for modelling.
and are the candidate selection rates applied to selection steps 1 and 2, respectively. is the
proportion of selection families in the first selection step.

Figure 2 : Scheme describing the family and within-family selection process modeled.
Families are numbered from 1 to 7 and sorted according to their mean x. In medium families
(4 and 5), the same number of individuals is kept according to a threshold . In good families,
the best candidates are chosen according to a threshold.
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Figure 3 : Genetic progress estimated for different selection strategies according to the
genetic correlations between the traits evaluated.


